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* 

At Five-Forked River, with Mei Yao Ch’en 

--for the Paris Review and Jacket 2 

 

All passions come to dust. Great cities sink 
into clay. The streams don’t care. The  
grasses don’t give a damn, either. At dusk,  

when owls call for love, petals are falling  
like a girl’s robe, a thousand years past.  
Anyway, said Mei, taking a long chug,  
then handing me the jug, the decided drift  
of “experimental” poetry in the U.S. has  
been, for the past forty years, or so, towards  
the smug, esoteric, quasi-teleological range  
of affect, its adepts sporting their crème de  
la crème presumptions with an importance  
of being earnest little seen since the fin de  
siècle. Albeit without a guiding temper of  

satire and wit to comparably recommend  
it, etc. The tendency at issue is fairly  
contrary, safely said, to basic senses of  
the vernacular and polemical, which we’d  
been discussing. A fair number of these  
writers are terrifically gifted, to be sure, but  
that’s neither here nor there. The moon hangs  
in the vacant, wide constellations. Pine cones  
drop in the weedy garden. Why are Amiri 
Baraka and Ed Dorn both weeping and laughing  
at the same time, in the corner over there, by  
the cash bar, Suite #1989? Muriel Rukeyser  

rushes from the shack and bellows a shit-fit  
for the ages when she sees what has happened.  
Too late, too late. The 番泻叶 bloom in the  
gardens around the new Duma, negotiations 
in session. The water roars as it has since the   
beginning. The same clear glory extends for  
ten trillion miles. 


